Similarly, a client may learn the address of a cycle server by querying a yellow-page service with a name of the form service = cycle, arch = mips, load <2, mips = max.
In both cases, the answer returned by the naming system depends on the information available in its database and the power of its inference mechanism.
From an operational perspective, a naming system's database contains a collection of records, and a query (name) is also given by a record. The naming system matches the query against the records in the database using a sequence of matching functions, until one of the functions yields a nonempty set of matches or the sequence is exhausted. The main contribution of this paper is an algebra for specifying these sequences of matching functions. We call this algebra a preference hierarchy and show how it can serve as a formal tool for designing and reasoning about naming systems.
In particular, it allows us to evaluate naming systems based on how discriminating they are and the set of names for which they are sound and complete.
The rest of Section 1 motivates the preference hierarchy and discusses related work. Section 2 then presents preliminary definitions, and Section 3 describes how preference hierarchies can be used to specify the structure of a naming system's inference mechanism, Finally, Section 4 demonstrates the utility of preference hierarchies, and Section 5 makes some concluding remarks.
Motivation
To appreciate the impact and utility of the preference hierarchy, it is important to understand that the naming-system designer must accommodate two sets of constraints: the requirements placed on the naming system by the entities that use the system, and the conditions under which the naming system must operate.
First, the clients of a naming system place a set of requirements on the system: The naming system must accept as a name whatever information its clients possess for the objects they want to identify and must respond with the precision expected by those clients. For example, the client of a symbol- Reasoning About Naming Systems A name resolution function p defined by the induced preference c. < c..~< . . . + c1 is sound on~) )), =plU(Eln(pzU(E~n"""n-P where c, is sound on Xl = P,~Ec and c. is sound on Zn where c1 is complete on~, and empty on E,.
Tools for Reasoning about Resolution Functions
If it is the case that El n Ez n """ n E, G P,,~for all i in the induced preference, then~(, is just the union of all P,. In fact, the union is a good approximation for X,, whenever P, is very small relative to E,. A similar approximation may be made for~,. That is, when r, is very small relative to E,, then $ is simply the union of all r,. We now formally define each of the four resolution functions that constitute the Profile naming system. For each function, we give an intuitive overview of the function, the preferences used by the function, and the importance order on the preferences.
Profilel. Returns all objects that match any of the given attributes. Profilel is defined by <v u XU on the following preferences:
<u: universal, <v: also-ran. Profilez is complete on names that contain a nonempty set, C, of closed attributes that are accurate; that is, each attribute in C describes every object that the client intends to identify. (define (profile 1 N D) (also-ran (urwersal N) D) ) (d~&wJprofile2 N D) [(unanimous (closed 
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